Both presidents named George __ have served the people of Texas
Guadalupe __ is the highest point in the state at 8,749 feet
The __ was the site of a major battle between Texas and the Mexican Army
Texas is the second largest state in the Union, after __
The state capital is named for Stephen __, known as the “Father of Texas”
Producer of __, poultry, cotton, corn, wheat and dairy products
Largest Cities: Houston, __, San Antonio, El Paso, and Austin
The first permanent European settlement in the state was at ____ in 1682
In 1835, Texas began a war for independence from __
Dr __, the oldest soft drink brand in the U.S., started in Waco in 1885
Home of the __, Mavericks, Stars, Astros, Rockets, Rangers, and Spurs
NASA’s Johnson Space Center in __ is vital to the U.S. space program
Lyndon B. __ became president in 1963 after the assassination of JFK
The law-enforcing Texas __ have been protecting Texans since 1835
Last state to be readmitted to the Union after the ___ __, March 30, 1870
The Caddo, __, and Apache were dominant tribes in the region
Dell __ Corporation is based in Round Rock, near Austin
Spanish explorer __ was one of the first Europeans to visit the area
The __ variety of cattle are a historical part of the state’s agriculture
Oil discovered at Spindletop Field in 1901 launched the state’s __ industry
The ____ River forms the southern border with Mexico
Texan Sam Houston was born in Virginia and served as governor of __
The only state to be annexed to the U.S. without having first been a __
Birthplace of Dwight D. __, the 34th president, born October 14, 1890
Leading producer of petroleum, __ _, chemicals, and food processing
Texas was an ___ republic from 1836 until statehood in 1845
The King Ranch in south Texas is larger than the state of ___
Became the ___ state on December 29, 1845
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